COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND HUMAN SCIENCES
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Minor: Language Sciences
For students graduating in calendar year 2017

Student name ___________________________  Student number ________________
E-address _______________________________  Year of graduation ____________

The minor in English: Language Sciences requires 18 hours distributed as follows:

Five core courses (15 hours):

Contemporary Approaches to Linguistics I  (3) ENGL 4065
Contemporary Approaches to Linguistics II (3) ENGL 4066
Language and Society  (3) ENGL 4044
History of the English Language  (3) ENGL 4054
English Syntax  (3) ENGL 4074

One course chosen from the following electives (3 hours):

Languages of Native America  (3) ENGL/AINS 3304
Linguistic Discourse Analysis  (3) ENGL 4004
Topics in Linguistics  (3) ENGL 4084
Topics in German Language, Life, and Culture:
  History of the German Language1  (3) GER 4334
  Minority Languages in the Spanish-Speaking Context  (3) SPAN 2774
  Introduction to Hispanic Linguistics  (3) SPAN 3494
  Topics in Spanish Linguistics  (3) SPAN 4114
  Independent Study2  (3) ENGL, CHN, CLA, FL, GR, HEB, ITAL, JPN, LAT, PORT, SPAN, or GER 4974

In order to graduate with a minor in Language Sciences, students must complete all courses comprising the minor with a GPA of 2.0 or better.

---

1 German 4334 counts as an elective in the minor only when History of the German Language is the topic.
2 An independent study on an appropriate linguistic topic approved by a linguistics faculty member.